DrEyeVer
Detecting object on driver’s focus of attention for intelligent vehicles.
Background and Goal

Team KaAI

System configuration

Object detection
Step 2.
Transforming gaze point to virtual world

K7 simulator gives data about steering,

ADAS does not know where the driver’s attention
is being focused.

accel pedal position, brake pedal position.
So, we can control UC-Win/Road based on
this data.

Step 1.
Record eye tracker set, for deep learning

Step 3.
Labeling objects for object
detection(Darknet)
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Not possible to determine if the driver is aware
of abnormal vehicles or other road hazards.
K7

Simulator
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Can USB interface

Unnecessary warnings may sound even if the driver
has already detected and prepared for the hazard.

UC-Win/Road

user

If the driver assistance system has information
about the driver's focus of attention, it may suppress unnecessary warnings and can
more easily detect the driver's intentions and respond to them.
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Transform
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With Perspective Transform, we can
transform gaze points from AR to VR
(UC-Win/Road) that we collected by
using an eye-tracker.

Darknet

For object Detect

Step 4.
Building a Deep Learning model(Darknet)

Simulator or Real World (Theory)

Application to Real World
1. Complement both camera and Lidar to effectively increase recognition accuracy.

Simulate
The user just go forward

Demo Scenario (UC-win/Road World)
The user change the lane

 This system reduces the driver's

2. Use of real-time coordinates from the eye-tracker to find the objects the driver is

risk and prevents accidents.

looking at, among those detected by the Lidar and the camera.

 With and eye-tracker we can

3. If the driver is not looking at an object related to a particular hazard situation, a

support driver ergonomically.

warning is given by sound or visual alert system.

 Based on our data collected by
our sensors, we can do research

Lidar Point Cloud
(3D)

on deep learning.

Eye Tracker Vector

user

Driver’s sight

Tobii glasses 2
Eye Tracker

Another Car intercepted the user’s line

Complex Situation

The user turns right

The car in front suddenly interrupted

Waiting for a green at an intersection

360º camera screen (2D)
VLP 16
Three Lidar Calibration

When the driver sees UC-win/Road image in the driving simulator, a
Bounding Box is projected on the screen. The Bounding Box also has
3D information, therefore, we can implement the system as in
the Real World.

V.360
360-degree camera
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ADAS System

Kvaser leaf light v2
Can USB Interface
Niro

The user turns left

The user makes a U-turn.

sensor

Demo Scenario (Real World)

Application

